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48% 
Two-year increase of 
fishing license sales



➢New Agency Director

➢Two new Agency Deputy Directors

➢100% turnover in the Leadership Team over a three-year period

Creating Change Within Change



Change = Opportunity

➢No longer looking at who is next

➢No longer trying to replace the skills we once had

➢Look at what the agency needs to make true change

➢Look for skill sets that the agency does not currently have 



Passion 

Work Ethic

Attitude



There is no substitute 
for hard work!

Lead by example





Change is 
a continual process



You must have a plan 
and a goal



Keep your eye on the Goal!!!

Be willing accept your 
plan’s evolution over time



Nevada’s goals were very simple

➢Remove laws and regulations that were confusing and  
potential barriers to participation

➢Simplify the license structure in a revenue neutral manner

➢Bring forward the best ecommerce practices for the customer’s 
ease of use and customer retention

➢Make the “Car Go Faster!”

➢Delight the customer!!!! 





▪ Comparative Analysis
- To see how Nevada compared in price to other states

▪ Data Mining
- To see how current prices compared to historical 
trends

▪ Focus Groups
- To answer the why’s behind customers’ decisions

▪ Survey 
- To predict what customers would do in the aggregate
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Age-Period-Cohort Analysis



“I like the idea of bundling 

because… I want to obey the 

law and there are 6 different 

[regulations] and there might 

be a 7th thing that I don’t know 

about; I’d avoid it [fishing] 

altogether.”

“[a hunting license] 

is not really good for 

anything.  It’s like 

buying a truck with 

no tires.”



2017

- We simplified from 28 license options 
down to 8

- No state stamps
- Combo option for nonresident, senior, 

and junior license holders only

2018





➢ Line item pricing
➢ Forget about 

current billing 
units



➢Do not tie the Vendor’s hands into your agency way of 
thinking

➢Ask the Vendor how they can improve your customer 
service

➢Vendor can only make more profit if the agency makes 
more profit

➢Realtime data dashboards are a must



➢Start and Stop dates for each activity
➢Number of customers in each activity
➢Changing Vendors is enough change for your 

customers
➢Keep consistent dates for customer constancy 



Data Transfer

They said it would be a difficult task to accomplish…



➢The new systems will not fix all your 
data problems

➢ Identify problem accounts and start a 
manual process to scrub

➢Agency staff know the data much 
better than your new vendor

➢Use your subject matter experts to 
lead the data clean up



➢Email plus password to claim account 
in new system

➢Clean data from day one
➢Track when emails bounce and flag 

the account to require an updated 
email at next transaction



NEW VENDOR



NEW LICENSE VENDOR ROLL-OUT
Find a good partner to make it work



Team approach from RFP thru build 



365 Licensing
➢Good for one year from date of purchase

➢Allows for 365 days of marketing



Auto Renewal



Mobile First Build 







Communication Strategies 

Targeted Marketing
➢Social Media

➢Podcast

➢Email

➢Text
➢By Age
➢By Gender
➢By Activity
➢By Geographic Region



Work With Industry Partners 



LICENSE SIMPLIFICATION – License Sales By Age Group



LICENSE SIMPLIFICATION – License Sales By Age Groups 
Nonresident vs Residents 





First Year Growth  
40% Fishing License Sales
28% Hunting License Sales



Two Year Growth  

48% Fishing License Sales

37% Hunting License Sales



16%
Two Year Total Customer 

Growth



Thank You!


